isphere. Some advance positively little, because the temptations which beset the way, divert the willing foot into profitless wanderings; some look back towards the starting point and remain fixed as the cubic crystals of Lot's wife, and some, full of hope, and love and trust, press evermore forward, and find in their nearer approach to the goal, the sweet satisfaction of duty performed.
I intend to deal mostly with facts, and particularly with those facts which stand in closest relation to You will, nevertheless, bear in mind, that physiology seldom rewards the most patient labor with the wherefore, while she allows the manner of functional action to be observed. There may be found in certain authors, the most delicate apprehension and the utmost exactness of description, while in the inferences drawn from what they have seen and recognized, there may be a constant misuse of the terms how and because. Thus we are informed that muscle contracts because its ultimate sarcodic elements change the relation of their diameters?that is, they become broader and shorter. But this alteration in figure obtains for the muscle itself, and we may easily suppose it for each of its contractile constituents. To arrive at a fair understanding of the matter, we must eliminate all but the muscular fibril; and, in spite of the answer that has been given, we are constrained to pursue the inquiry by demanding why do the affiliated sarcodic elements change the relation of their diameters ??in other words, why does a muscle contract ? Again, it is stated, that the yelk undergoes segmentation, because the ovum has received the fertilizing influence of the spermatic particles. The for the nutrition of the grosser organs. You will bear in mind that Galen recognized three spirits?1st the natural, 2d the vital, and 3d the animal. The^rstf had its seat in the liver, the second in the heart, and the third in the brain: and furthermore the animal spirit arises out of the vital.
The vital spirit, says Galen, in his treatise, "On the Use of the Parts of the Body," is the exhalation of the blood. Wherefore the vital spirit originates in the vapor of the blood in the heart, especially in the left ventricle; and from the vital spirit infused into the arteries, the retiform plexus and the ventricles, arises the animal spirit. "The animal spirit, the spirit born in the brain, is the most noble and exquisite part of the human body, it is the proper substance of the soul, or is, at least, its first in- generation by animalcules, since he teaches that the form of the man to be born is already comprised in the seed of man; and that all the members of the body are as it were, concentrated and shrunken into a small space.
It must be confessed that with whatever vagueness of expression it is set forth, the ovular theory commands our admiration and its first promulgation certainly merits the honor of a discovery, the truth of which is verified by all the researches of our own day; it reposes upon observation, the real source of knowledge , whereas the vermicular theory is vagueness itself, rests mostly upon speculation, and can, with no great difficulty, I have not intended, gentlemen, to treat the whole subject of generation, but to consider it with reference to some particular comprehensive facts, which known to the inquisitive mind of the ancients, were made actual discoveries by the moderns ; and also to some of the most popular theories which were, in the beginning, the offspring of prophetic vision, and in latter times were endowed with new animation by positive research. In the higher animals the human mind cannot possibly penetrate the mystery attending the union of ovule and spermatic fluid, for the understanding is limited to the observance and recognition of a wonderful series of facts, and is not permitted to enjoy a comprehension of the essence of the phenomena, for the comprehension of essences belongs to the Creator only. We may better know these facts, and be able to follow, moment by moment, every change of the initial matter until the completion of the perfect being?but the wherefore, will forever remain a mystery unfathomable by speculation.
